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Financial Services Scenario:

REGULATORY INVESTIGATION

Lexis Practical Guidance Financial Services > View Topics > Enforcement and redress > Investigations1

As part of your role as in-house legal counsel or compliance manager in a Financial Institution (FI), 

you are informed that your entity is part of a regulatory investigation in its preliminary stage. Prior to 

identifying the extent of the investigation and its impact on the FI's reputation, you need to quickly 

understand: 

 • the FI's obligations under Hong Kong’s regulatory architecture

 • the ramifications of the investigation at the global level 

 • how best to mitigate the impact, firstly by avoiding any legal proceedings in case of any potential  

  wrongdoing

Lexis Practical Guidance Financial Services provides you with the key resources to evaluate your 

current situation under the Hong Kong legislative and regulatory framework and assess your 

legal and operational risks accordingly.
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The Enforcement and redress topic guides the user through the different scenarios in which a regulatory 

investigation would be applicable under the relevant local regulatory framework as dictated by its 

authorities, with a specific focus on the key local regulator for financial markets – the Securities and 

Futures Commission (SFC).

The Investigations subtopic contains the relevant information you need.

There are several Practice Notes which are relevant to an SFC investigation; a good starting point is 

Triggering a Securities and Futures Commission Investigation.

This Practice Note outlines how information comes to the attention of the regulatory authority, providing 

important insight on the initial assessment of where the institution stands at a preliminary stage. This is 

especially important in the initial process of gathering information, documentation and data in the 

time prior to and during an investigation
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Depending on the operations and nature of the FI, it may be subject to investigations by more than a 

single regulator. A related checklist, Investigative powers – a summary, highlights the investigative powers 

of all local players under the Hong Kong regulatory framework applicable to FIs at a glance:3

Given the highly cross-border nature of most financial transactions and dealings and the international 

presence of most FIs, it is important to evaluate the institution’s exposure to regulators at the global level. 

The related Practice Note, accessed from the checklist related documents - Cooperation between the 
Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) and overseas regulators takes the user through the collaboration 

between the SFC and international regulators, as well as the relevant implications from an FI’s perspective:
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THIS IS NOT THE ONLY WAY TO FIND THE RELEVANT INFORMATION – from the homepage, you could 

use key search words to find the same material: SFC investigation

In order to assist the user, reference icons link to the source, such as the full legislation, providing access to 

it at a simple click. Related documents are also highlighted and quick links provided, along with related 

Practice Notes:

The most relevant Practice Notes appear as the top results. Users are additionally able to filter out 

their results either by “Document type” as well as “Practice area” through the corresponding boxes 

on the left-hand side.
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Financial Services Scenario:

PRIVATE EQUITY AND VENTURE CAPITAL FUND STRUCTURES

Lexis Practical Guidance Financial Services > View Topics > Funds and asset management > Private equity 

and venture capital funds

The Funds and asset management topic guides the reader through the different types of investment 

funds, their definition, management structure, as well as other taxation and regulatory aspects.

Specific resources to relevant to Private equity and venture capital funds can be found under the 

subtopic bearing the same name.

1
Your client is a Hong Kong-based manager who is interested in private equity and venture capital 

fund investment. They are seeking your advice on how to get started, and what a typical fund structure 

looks like, in order to make an informed decision. Practical Guidance Financial Services provides you 

with a variety of ways to obtain this information quickly and efficiently.
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The relevant Practice Note – The structure of the private equity and venture capital vehicle provides 

details on commonly used structures of private equity and venture capital fund vehicles from a Hong 

Kong perspective, and generally required documentation.

Relevant legislation is highlighted and hyperlinked for easy usage.

Practical Guidance Practice Notes are written to be clear and easily digestible – this Practice Note 

features a bulleted list of the key documents required for the formation of a commonly used Cayman 

limited partnership vehicle fund, along with a detailed description of their contents.
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One of the related documents linked to from this Practice Note is the Flowchart A typical private equity 
fund structure for a Hong Kong-based manager or advisor. It provides additional visualisation of a typical 

fund structure, depending on the legal form of the investment vehicle, such as a limited partnership.3

THIS IS NOT THE ONLY WAY TO FIND THE RELEVANT INFORMATION – from the homepage, it is possible 

to use key search terms to find the same material: private equity fund structure

The most relevant Practice Notes and Flowchart appear  as the top results. Users are additionally 

able to filter out their results either by “Document type” as well as “Practice area” through the corresponding 

boxes on the left-hand side.
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